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Abstract. Various scientiﬁc and technological ﬁelds, such as design, en-
gineering, physics, chemistry, economics, business, and ﬁnance often face
multidimensional optimisation problems. Although substantial research
eﬀorts have been directed in this area, key questions are still waiting for
answers, such as: What limits computer aided design systems on opti-
misation tasks with high variables number? How to improve capabilities
of modern search methods applied to multidimensional problems? What
are software and hardware constraints? Approaching multidimensional
optimisation problems raises in addition new research questions, which
cannot be seen or identiﬁed on low dimensional tasks, such as: What time
is required to resolve multidimensional task with acceptable level of pre-
cision? How dimensionality reﬂects on the search space complexity? How
to establish search process orientation, within multidimensional space?
How task speciﬁc landscapes embarrass orientation? This article presents
an investigation on 300 dimensional heterogeneous real-value numerical
tests. The study aims to evaluate relation between tasks dimensions num-
ber and required for achieving acceptable solution with non-zero proba-
bility number of objective function evaluations. Experimental results are
presented, analysed and compared to other publications.
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1 Introduction
Various scientiﬁc and technological ﬁelds, such as design, engineering, physics,
chemistry, economics, business, and ﬁnance often face multidimensional optimi-
sation problems [2]. Multidimensional optimisation problems, however, require
suﬃcient computational resources. In the same time natural life suggests that
capability to cope by ﬁnite and limited resources with inﬁnite and unlimited
environment and problems can be considered as an advanced characteristic of
living systems. This article attempts to explore model of similar behaviour. It
presents an investigation on 300 dimensional scalable heterogeneous real-value
numerical tests optimisation. Due to a speciﬁc performance identiﬁed in earlier
publications [7], optimisation method explored in this study is Free Search (FS)
[6] only.
The aim of this investigation is to ﬁnd answers of the questions: How to im-
prove capabilities of modern search methods applied to multidimensional prob-
lems? What are software and hardware constraints? The study aims also to
investigate speciﬁc for multidimensional optimisation research questions such
as: What time is required to resolve multidimensional task with acceptable level
of precision? How dimensionality reﬂects on the search space complexity? How
to establish search process orientation, within multidimensional space? How task
speciﬁc landscapes embarrass orientation?
For this purpose ﬁve scalable numerical tests are used - Ackley [1], Griewank
[4], Michalewicz [5], Rosenbrock [9] and Step [3] test functions.
2 Test Problems
Criteria for tests selection are: - must be scalable for multidimensional format; -
must be with heterogeneous landscape. Chosen numerical test are scalable and
form diﬀerent search spaces. All tests are transformed for maximisation.
2.1 Ackley test
This test [1], know from the literature is widely used for search methods evalu-
ation.
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where a = 20, b = 0.2, c = 2π. The maximum is f(0) = 0. The search space
borders are deﬁned by −32 < xi < 32.
2.2 Griewank test
The test [4], is given by the following analytical expression:
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where xi ∈ [−600.0, 600.0]. The maximum is fmax = 0, for xi = 0, i = 1, . . . , n.
2.3 Michalewicz test
Michalewicz test function is described [5] as global optimisation problem. Opti-
mal value is dependent on dimensions number.
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where search space is deﬁned as 0 ≤ xi ≤ π, i = 1, ..., n. For 300 dimensions
maximum is unknown.
